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likewise alluded to as urethane gatherings, in their spine structure. PU is acquired by the
response of a di-isocyante with macroglycol, a supposed polyol, or with a blend or a maero
glycol and a short chain glycol extender (ChuB et aI., 2000).

1.1 Polyurethane Foam/Resin as Ground Treatment

PU are a broad group of polymers that can be made to accomplish an extensive variety
of physical attributes in either extended or nonexpanded states (Buzzi et aI., 20 I0) and PU froths
are normally utilized as a part of numerous applications including bundling, padding, space
filling and protection yet all the more frequently in geoteclmical designing. As indicated by the
use of the froths in assembling and industry, consideration is generally centered on one or more
particular crucial properties (Buzzi et aI., 2008).

For geotechnical designing purposes, there are a few focal points of ground treatment,
for example, expand the bearing limit, decrease the settlement, diminish the capability of
liquefaction in immersed fine and water powered fills, uproot the underground water and
decrease the pressure driven conductivity of the ground (Sreekala et aI., 1997). Buzzi et al.
(2008) state that the water penneability and the behavior of the polyurethane foam in
compression are of interest while Canteri (1998) reported that establishment remediation
strategies utilizing PU froths have just showed up in the most recent 25 years and a "profound
lifting" procedure has been licensed all the more as of late hitch from a geotechnical point of
view is at the fringe in the middle of supporting and grouting (Buzzi et aI., 2008). Buzzi et al.
(2010) founded that the injection of extending polyurethane gum is a typical distinct option for
supporting for individual houses, structures, and clearing chunks for a wide mixture of
differential settlement circumstances. The weight applied by advanced gas amid the substance
shows that the tar lifts the structure.

1.2 Fiber Derived From Empty Fruit Bunch

These days, EFB pack is utilized as fuel, compost, and a mulching material and in
making fiber on the grounds that the staying of this waste material can make ecological issues
(Mahjoub et aI., 2013). Therefore, engineers and researchers have been attracted to use natural
fibers for industrial applications. As stated by Khalid et al. (2008), Malaysia is one of the
biggest makers of palm oil. This EFB is the highest contributor of oil palm biomass, whereby
about 15.8MnT have been produced per year (Sidek et aI., 2014).

Plenitude of oil palm cellulosic material that can be promptly acquired from the
repercussions gives another territory to research improvement. Prabakar et al. (2002) reported
that it has been proposed that natural resources may give better materials than enhancing soil
structure, in view of their expense viability and environment- amicable viewpoint. Oil palm
EFB fiber was chosen for this study due to its reliable strength and bulk availability in Malaysia.

Mahjoub et al. (2013) reported that oil palm EFB fiber was characterized in tenns of
tensile strength, YOW1g'S modulus, elongation at break and density. Other researchers reported
that the EFB is a unique reinforcing material as it is non-hazardous, renewable, and readily
available at relatively low cost due to established technology to extract the fibers compared to
other commercially available fibers. To date just a little amount of these deposits are
transfonned into helpful items and the rest is either left to spoil or most noticeably awful, blazed
and dirtying the earth (Kolop et aI., 2008).

1.3 Composite PU-EFB Initiations

Tn reducing the cost by controlling the amount of percent of PU in a mixture and at the
same time improving the strength and stiffness of the soil, this study was conducted with the use
of natural fiber, the oil palm empty fruit bunch (EFB). According to environmental concerns
and financial problems, natural fibers have become interesting and fascinating nowadays to be
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